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Significantly better machine performance has been realized since
large hydro turbine designers have adopted CFD in their
normal design practice. Twenty percent increase in unit
power over older designs has been seen in some cases,
and other improvements include higher hydraulic
efficiency levels and better operational stability.
Historically, the small hydro industry has depended
upon developments in large corporations for insight
into machine design. With sophisticated research in
hydraulic designs being simply too costly for small
companies, designs of water turbines for small hydro
projects (below 5MW) were based on solutions
developed for large hydro needs.
From the viewpoint of hydraulic performance,
small hydro turbines differ from larger ones in many
ways, including the need to maximize unit output even at the
price of lower hydraulic efficiency, and, where old runner
replacements are involved, there is demand for low turbine speed while
maintaining high unit power output.
The critical step in designing machines of this type is the hydraulic
performance verification. Since CFX-TASCflow has a proven track record
in the hydro turbine field, we have decided to use the software to enhance
our design and development processes.
To better facilitate the geometry design stage for our unique needs,
we have developed a quasi-3D geometry editor to create topology data
files for the CFX-TASCflow pre-processor. We also use the Multiple
Frame of Reference capability to provide preliminary design
modifications of the “initial guess geometry” (rough optimization)
based on a coarse grid (single wicket gate/single blade/draft tube)
analysis. Further optimization steps are completed using finer grids
with the final verification consisting of the spiral case/all wicket
gates/runner/draft tube.
With CFX, small hydro can now take advantage of computational
technology to better address their particular requirements.

With the help of CFX, we designed a new
high-power, low-speed Francis turbine
for Norcan Hydraulic Turbine Inc.
The figure shows both original and new
(inset) replacement components.
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Below: Unique small hydro needs illustrated by a comparison of
rated design points of three small hydro units with statistical data
on large hydro installations.
Right: Preliminary design of a mixed-flow turbine, again for
Norcan. This shows great potential for medium head (10m to
25m) hydro projects.
Left: Very-high-power, high-efficiency axial-flow turbine design
completed for CANMET (Natural Resources Canada) for
ultra-low-head sites (below 3m head).

‘With CFX,small hydro can
now take advantage of
computational technology
to better address their
particular requirements’
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